Rechartering Thread 2: From Exp to ST

- Should we have this work item?
- Please express your opinion

High Priority & Easy
- We have an early allocation for this
- We have deployment experience
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Move to Historic state
- Blame on me I did not finish the procedure 😞
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Widely used merge in one ST document
- Also suggested in the mailing list
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Multicast
They can certainly enjoy a refresh because of the latest specs
Have we sufficient deployment experience?
(Not necessarily bis documents, the whole multicast can be revised/reorganized)
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May be included in Privacy/Security? (see next part.....)
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May be included in Deployment Considerations (Informational)? (see next part.....)
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We have the yang model document should we consider moving this ST?
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We have DDT should we consider moving this ST?
Rechartering Thread 1: Promised work

- Should we have this work item?
- Please express your opinion

Quite some mobility there!
May be assess the scope and consolidate I-D set?

Note: draft-ietf-lisp-yang & draft-ietf-lisp-name encoding considered done!
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- Should we have this work item?
- Please express your opinion

Quite some Security & Privacy there!
May be assess scope and consolidate I-D set?
Should include RFC 8061?
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• Should we have this work item?
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Balaji on the mailing list states there is ongoing work, deserves ST?
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• Should we have this work item?
• Please express your opinion

These are more deployment reports/considerations rather than protocol development.

Should the WG include one document about deployment considerations to include these and future deployments considerations?

Should be a living document?

Should include RFC 6832?
Does the WG see any NEW future work?

NEW future work != single drafts on single topics

- Please express your opinion